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Fortune Teller - Middle School

Step #1: Exploration - Program Framework

Turn your Sphero into a Fortune Telling Magic 8-Ball that predicts the future by 
combining a variable, nested If/Then, Else conditions, and random values. By 
creating a random data generator, we can investigate chance processes and 
evaluate probability models.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  
• Use if/then, else conditions to create variables and assign random values
• Determine probability of random data

Tags: game math probability and statistics comparators variables

randomization if then, else loop forever

Grades: 4 to 8 | Duration: Up To 1 Hour

CCSS: CCSS.Math.Content.7.SP.C.6, CCSS.Math.Content.7.SP.C.7b,

CCSS.Math.Content.HSS-MD.B.5

NGSS: 3-5-ETS1-1, MS-ETS1-1

Watch this video to get started.

Create three conditions to turn your Sphero into a fortune teller using loop forever, nested if then, else and

a variable. The program will work the same way that a Magic 8-ball works.

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/xIMydCeY-qg

This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.

https://youtu.be/xIMydCeY-qg


Step #2: Exploration - Predictions

Step #3: Skills Building - Reset Variable & Play The Game

Step #4: Skills Building - Fortune Probability

Watch this video to learn more about nesting if/else blocks.

Assign a random value to the predictor variable to make predictions. Then use the speak block, lights and

movement to represent each prediction

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/HWY5PnDxFk0

Reset the predictor variable to zero so it is ready to answer another question, and then play the game!

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/0AClqsO3LNc

Record results for each fortune answer for 20 questions on a sheet of paper.

Graph the data to show the ratio and/or percentage of each answer.  Compare with your classmates

results.

What is the probability of each fortune?  How do you know? Where did you change this in the program?
How does your sampling differ from the collective class results?

Step #5: Challenge - Magic 8 Ball

What would happen if you added more if/then, else condition blocks (question answer possibilities)?  How

could you increase or decrease the probability of answer (event) in this program?

Try your hand at adding more variables and differentiating the chance they occur in your program.  Use the

attached program from this Thursday Learn Day activity to help you: Magic 8-Ball
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https://youtu.be/HWY5PnDxFk0
https://youtu.be/0AClqsO3LNc



